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The Merlin DC 80-EM is a low profile test stand,    
designed principally for the calibration of larger, 
single cylinder fuel injection pumps as found in   
marine, rail and heavy-duty industrial                
applications. The DC 80-EM has Flywheel, Inertia 
and drive specifications tailored to suit customer                    
requirements. 

Model DC 80-EM incorporates the Merlin 
S600M/20 positive displacement metering unit, 
replacing graduates fitted to the standard unit. 
Monitoring and measurement in bar graph and 
numeric format on a 10″ Monitor. Input/output da-
ta and control of measuring system is either by 
touch screen menu or soft touch push button 
switches. 

APPLICATIONS 

• MPU 300-1 Uprated cambox for W46/ZA40S size/type pumps (300mm). 
• MPU 300 General purpose heavy duty cambox generally for up to 35 mm 
      test cam lift (300mm). 
• MPU 50 For EDM, Woodward, Caterpillar 3500 EUI & MUI, Volvo, Scania, Iveco Eui  
      (125mm or 175). 
• MPU 45 For L’Orange, Ruston, Woodward and Allen unit injectors (175mm). 
• MPC175 1,3 or 4 cylinder cambox with maximum 24mm test cam lift (175mm). 
• CAT 3600 Special production cambox for Caterpillar 3600 mechanical unit injector. 
• Can cater for up to 50mm cam lift and 50mm plunger Diameter units. 
 

A unique robust heavy duty design weighing 5080kg the DC 80-EM gives the           

customer multiple options to meet the challenges of testing industrial size Bucket and 

Roller type pumps. 
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DC-80 MARINE PUMP TEST 

Marine engines are some of the largest engines 

in the world, but like all engines they need to be 

maintained to the correct specifications.  

As the pump on any diesel engine is a critical        

component, its test and repair is essential to 

keep a marine vessel powered. The DC-80 is the 

solution that makes this happen. 

At an impressive 5 tonnes in weight, it has the 

ability and stability to handle the largest marine 

pumps. 

The flywheel alone is a huge 2300kg with an   

inertia rating of 270 kgm2 meaning it has the  

resistance to turn any size of pump. 

The image below is the size discrepancy 

between a Rolls Royce Bergen engine,  

single cylinder marine pump and a Bosch 

single cylinder tractor Pump. 
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DRIVE MOTOR: 110hp (82kw) 
SPEED RANGE: 30-600 rpm 

DISPLAY:                                
S600M/20 Measuring system 10” TFT Colour 

display 
MEASURING RANGE:        50-20,000 mm³/stroke 
TEST OIL SUPPLY PUMP: 1320 litres/hr 
LUBE OIL SUPPLY PUMP: 363 litres/hr 
TEST OIL FEED PRESSURE: 0-9 bar 
FLYWHEEL: 2300kg, 270 kgm2  
FLOWMETER: 2-22 litres/min 

TACHOMETER: 
Digital display, accuracy ± 1 rpm with 0.5 

seconds update 
WATER SUPPLY:                  750 litres/hr min 3 bar required 
TEMPERATURE CONTROL: 0-60°C  ±1°C at 40°C 

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY: 
220v/ 3 Phase/ 60Hz                               

(customer specification) 

 
400v/ 3 Phase/ 50Hz                        

(customer specification) 
CALIBRATION FLUID: Shell Calibration Fluid 4113, now S9365 
WORK TABLE: 300mm Centre Height 
DIMENSIONS  
HEIGHT: 1820mm 
LENGTH: 3700mm 
WIDTH: 1770mm 
WEIGHT: 5080kg 

DC-80 Specifications 
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